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���JOWL: A Systematic Approach to Build and Evolve
a Temporal OWL 2 Ontology Based on Temporal JSON Big Data

Zouhaier Brahmia�, Fabio Grandi, and Rafik Bouaziz

Abstract: Nowadays, ontologies, which are defined under the OWL 2 Web Ontology Language (OWL 2), are being

used in several fields like artificial intelligence, knowledge engineering, and Semantic Web environments to access

data, answer queries, or infer new knowledge. In particular, ontologies can be used to model the semantics of big

data as an enabling factor for the deployment of intelligent analytics. Big data are being widely stored and exchanged

in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, in particular by Web applications. However, JSON data collections lack

explicit semantics as they are in general schema-less, which does not allow to efficiently leverage the benefits of big

data. Furthermore, several applications require bookkeeping of the entire history of big data changes, for which

no support is provided by mainstream Big Data management systems, including Not only SQL (NoSQL) database

systems. In this paper, we propose an approach, named �JOWL (temporal OWL 2 from temporal JSON), which

allows users (i) to automatically build a temporal OWL 2 ontology of data, following the Closed World Assumption

(CWA), from temporal JSON-based big data, and (ii) to manage its incremental maintenance accommodating the

evolution of these data, in a temporal and multi-schema environment.

Key words: big data; JavaScript Object Notation (JSON); JSON schema; temporal JSON; ontology; temporal

ontology; �JSchema; �OWL

1 Introduction

Ontologies[1] have been invented to specify, in a
formal way, the knowledge of some domain, or the
data semantics in some application. They are very
useful in artificial intelligence, knowledge engineering,
and Semantic Web environments, to access data, to
answer queries, and to infer new knowledge. Several
ontology languages have been proposed in the literature
like Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDFS,
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DAML+OIL, SHOE, Web Ontology Language (OWL),
OWL2QL, DL-Lite, and OWL 2[2]; OWL 2 is the most
popular one since it is the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) recommendation for specifying ontologies in the
Semantic Web. In the ontology world, the traditional
viewpoint is the Open World Assumption (OWA)[3]

which means that “what is not known to be true or false is
unknown”; it is used in contexts where data are assumed
to be incomplete like Semantic Web repositories and
Knowledge Bases. On the other hand, the Closed World
Assumption (CWA)[4], which means that “what is not
known to be true must be false” and which is usual
in contexts where data are assumed to be complete
like classical databases, can also be adopted in the
ontology world by means of the Data Box (DBox)
notion[5]. Notice that, with the CWA, an ontology
definition (concepts, relationships between concepts,
axioms � � � ) behaves like a database schema and, thus,
can be called ontology schema; the ontology individuals
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are instances of such an ontology schema.
Big data[6, 7], that is data so large, fast-growing,

or complex that cannot be processed with traditional
methods, are being generated and exploited by several
Web applications (e.g., online social networks, Internet
of Things, cloud computing applications); they are
stored and exchanged in semi-structured and lightweight
data formats like JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)[8].
Such data lack explicit semantics as they are in general
schema-less[9], from one hand, and usually created
without an associated ontology, from the other hand.
As a consequence, the absence of semantics does not
allow to efficiently leverage the benefits of big data,
as the meaning of data cannot be exploited, making
difficult the application of intelligent analytics methods.
In addition, due to the velocity characteristic of big data,
they are evolving over time at a high speed and since
many JSON-based Not only SQL (NoSQL) database
applications require bookkeeping of the entire history
of big data changes, these data could also be temporal
(i.e., their values are time-referenced) and multi-version
(i.e., the same data have several successive temporal
versions). Therefore, these characteristics make more
difficult not only the update, querying, and analytics of
temporal and multi-version JSON-based big data, but
also the formalization of their semantics.

For such reason, it is useful to have appropriate tools
that help constructing temporal ontologies for temporal
and multi-version big data. However, by studying the
state of the art of ontologies for big data[10–24], we
have noticed that there is no proposal for automatically
creating a temporal ontology from temporal and multi-
version big data. To fill this gap, we propose in this paper
an approach, named �JOWL (standing for Temporal
OWL 2 from Temporal JSON), which allows: (i) to
automatically build a temporal OWL 2 ontology of data,
with the CWA, from temporal big data in JSON format,
and (ii) to manage the incremental maintenance of this
ontology in response to the evolution of the underlying
time-varying JSON big data. The rest of this paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 proposes our �JOWL
approach. Section 3 illustrates the functioning of �JOWL
through an application example. Section 4 discusses
related work. Section 5 summarizes the paper and gives
some remarks about our future work.

2 Overview of Our ���JOWL Approach

As mentioned above, the �JOWL approach allows to

automatically build and manage a temporal OWL 2
ontology from temporal big data in JSON format. Hence,
our approach could be considered as composed of two
parts: (i) temporal ontology building based on temporal
JSON big data, and (ii) temporal ontology maintenance
resulting from the evolution of temporal JSON big data.
These parts are detailed below in subsections 2.1 and
2.2, respectively. In subsection 2.3 we briefly deal with
the evaluation of the scalability of our approach.

2.1 Temporal ontology building based on temporal
JSON big data

The goal of this part is to automatically build an ontology
of data with the CWA viewpoint. More precisely,
we present a solution to define a temporal OWL 2
ontology from given temporal JSON-based big data, in
an automatic manner. When a new big data project has
to be started in the �JOWL environment, the “�JOWL
Base Administrator”, interacting with the “Ontology
Building” module as shown in Fig. 1, firstly calls for
the building of an ontology for some temporal JSON
data that are stored in a temporal JSON document (to
be precise, in the first version of a temporal JSON
document). To satisfy the request of the “�JOWL
Base Administrator”, the behaviour of this module is
composed of two successive steps: “Schema Extraction”
and “Ontology Generation”. In the first step, the
“Schema Extraction” sub-module produces a JSON
Schema[25–27] file that defines the schema/structure of
the JSON instance document[8] supplied as input. To
implement this step, several available JSON Schema
inference/extraction tool can be used. For example, one
of the three first tools proposed on The Home of JSON
Schema[28] for “Schema Generation from Data” could
be adopted, being their source code freely available on
GitHub: json-schema-inferrer[29], Schema Guru[30] and
Clojure JSON Schema Validator & Generator[31].

In the second step, the JSON Schema file resulting
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Fig. 1 The first part of the ���JOWL approach.
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from the previous step is fed to the “Ontology
Generation” sub-module, which generates an OWL
2[2] file. The output of the sub-module represents
the ontology, specified using the OWL 2 language,
of the JSON data initially considered. The algorithm
of the “Ontology Generation” module is provided
in Fig. 2. This algorithm calls three procedures:
GenerateClasses( ), GenerateDataProperties( ), and
GenerateObjectProperties( ), which are detailed in
Figs. 3–5, respectively.

Notice that, for the sake of simplicity, in this work
we only consider the following components of an
OWL 2 ontology: classes (i.e., the set of concepts of
the modelled reality), data properties (i.e., the set of
properties of the concepts/classes), object properties
(i.e., the set of the semantic relationships between the

Algorithm Ontology_Generation
// It converts a JSON Schema file to an OWL2 file
Input: JS.json // A valid JSON Schema file
Output: Ont.owl // A valid OWL 2 file
Begin

CreateEmptyOWL2File(Ont.owl);
// It creates an empty OWL 2 ontology file
GenerateClasses(JS.json, Ont.owl);
// It generates initially empty classes
For Each generated class C Do:

GenerateDataPropertiesOf(C, Ont.owl);
// It generates data properties of C
GenerateObjectPropertiesOf(C, Ont.owl);
// It generates object properties of C

End For
End

Fig. 2 Algorithm of the “Ontology Generation” module.

Procedure GenerateClasses
Inputs: JS.json, // A valid JSON Schema file

Ont.owl // A valid OWL 2 file
Output: CL // A set of empty classes

(only having a name)
Begin

CL := Ø;
// To determine all the classes that result

from JSON Schema objects:
For Each named JSON Schema object O

(at any level) in JS.json Do:
CL := CL [ {O};

End For
// To determine all the classes that result

from JSON Schema arrays:
For Each named JSON Schema array A

(at any level) in JS.json Do:
CL := CL [ {A};

End For
AddClassesToOntology(Ont.owl, CL);
// It adds all the classes to the ontology

End

Fig. 3 Algorithm of the “GenerateClasses” procedure.

Procedure GenerateDataProperties
Inputs: C, // A class named C

Ont.owl // A valid OWL 2 file
Output: DP // The set of data properties

of the class C
Begin
DP := Ø;
If ( the class C results from

a named JSON Schema object O ) Then
For Each simple type property P

of the object O Do:
DP := DP [ {(name(P),type(P))};

End For
Else // The class C results from

a named JSON Schema array A, in JS.json
If ( all the elements of the array A

are of the same data type ) Then
If (the data type of the elements

of A is a simple type) Then
dataPropName := name(A)+"Element";
dataPropType := type(A[0]);
DP := DP [ {(dataPropName,dataPropType)};

End If
Else // The elements of A are not

of the same data type
i := 0; // Index for all elements

of the array A
j := 0; // Index for only simple

type elements of A
While ( : endOfArray(A) ) Do:
If ( A[i] is a simple type element ) Then
j++;
dataPropName := name(A)+"Element"+"j";
dataPropType := type(A[i]);
DP := DP [ {(dataPropName,dataPropType)};

End If
i++;

End While
End If

End If
ClassDataPropertiesToOntology(Ont.owl, C, DP);
// It adds, to the ontology, all

the data properties of the class C
End

Fig. 4 Algorithm of the “GenerateDataProperties”
procedure.

concepts/classes), and axioms (i.e., the set of axioms that
concern the classes, data properties, object properties,
and the set of all identifiers associated to the classes).
The complete set of all components of an OWL 2
ontology could be found in Ref. [2].

Notice also that our �JOWL approach deals with OWL
2 ontologies with an RDF/XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) syntax[32], which is, according to the OWL
2 specification document[33], the only syntax that must
mandatorily be supported by OWL 2 tools.

Recall that, in JSON Schema, a simple type property
(mentioned in the algorithm of Fig. 4) is a property with a
“string”, “number”, “integer”, “boolean”, or “null” type,
and a complex type property (mentioned in the algorithm
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Procedure GenerateObjectProperties
Inputs: C, // A class named C

Ont.owl // A valid OWL 2 file
Output: OP // The set of object properties

of the class C
Begin

OP := Ø;
For Each class R generated from a complex type

property P of a JSON Schema object O or
from a complex type element E of a JSON
Schema array A, which is associated to
the class C in JS.json Do:

objPropName := name(C)+"_Has_"+name(R);
// The name of the new object property
objPropDomain := C;
// The domain of the new object property
objPropRange := R;
// The range of the new object property
OP := OP [

{(objPropName,objPropDomain,objPropRange)};
End For
AddClassObjectPropertiesToOntology(Ont.owl,C,OP);
// It adds, to the ontology, all the object

properties of the class C
End

Fig. 5 Algorithm of the “GenerateObjectProperties”
procedure.

of Fig. 5) is a property with an “object” or “array” type.
In sum, this first part is a sort of bulk loading of the

new �JOWL project by creating a first temporal version
of an ontology from big data.

Notice that extant JSON data are stored and managed
in �JOWL as in our previous temporal JSON �JSchema
framework[34, 35]. Moreover, the OWL 2 ontologies are
stored and managed in �JOWL as in our previous
temporal ontology �OWL framework[36, 37]. Notice that
(temporal) reasoning[38–42], which can be part of some
AI-based data analytics or data valorization task, can be
easily done on temporal OWL 2 ontologies managed in
our framework, through the use of suitable tools. This
issue is beyond the scope of this paper.

Notice also that the intermediate JSON Schema file
resulting from the “Schema Extraction” step is kept
(and will be versioned) in �JOWL as in our �JSchema
framework.

2.2 Temporal ontology maintenance resulting from
the evolution of temporal JSON big data

As big data changes are unavoidable due to their highly
dynamic nature, the �JOWL Base Administrator can use
the “Big Data Instance Update” module, as shown in
Fig. 6, to apply a sequence of JSON update operations,
each time some data update is needed, that is to insert
new big data or to modify or delete some already
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Fig. 6 The second part of the ���JOWL approach.

stored big data. A JSON data update could be either
conservative[34, 35] or non-conservative[43–45].

� A conservative update is an update that produces
modified JSON data conformant to their JSON Schema;
it is an update that respects the schema of the involved
data, like the modification of the value of a string
property with another string value. Since �JOWL is
a temporal environment, only the updated JSON-based
big data are temporally versioned after such an update,
through the generation of a new temporal version of
them (see Fig. 6), which is still valid with respect to the
current JSON Schema version.

� A non-conservative update of some JSON data
produces a new version of such data that is no longer
conformant to their initial JSON Schema; it is an update
that does not respect the schema of the involved data, like
the renaming of a property, the replacement of the value
of a number property with a string value or the addition
of the value for a property that does not belong to the
schema. Therefore, such an update requires that some
schema change(s) must be applied in order to produce
a new JSON Schema version that defines the structure
of the new JSON data version, before the update can
be done. Since �JOWL is a temporal environment and
in order to keep all versions of changed JSON-based
big data (i.e., from the first version to the last one),
not only the updated JSON data but also their JSON
Schema, in response to non-conservative updates, come
out temporally versioned. In fact, after the generation of
the new temporal version of the updated JSON-based big
data, the “Big Data Instance Update” module (see Fig. 6)
calls the “Ontology Building” module, doing the same
work as described in subsection 2.1, but starting from
this new big data version. More precisely, the “Ontology
Building” module first extracts the schema of this new
data version and saves it as a new temporal version of
the JSON Schema of the involved JSON-based big data
(via the “Schema Extraction” sub-module), and then
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generates the OWL 2 file associated to the new JSON
Schema version file, and saves it as a new temporal
version of the OWL 2 ontology of the same JSON-based
big data (via the “Ontology Generation” sub-module).

Hence, the second part of our approach could be
considered as a solution for incremental maintenance
of a �JOWL big data project, with the creation of
new temporal data versions when extant JSON data are
updated, and also of new ontology versions when applied
updates are non-conservative.

It is worth mentioning that, for the implementation of
the “Big Data Instance Update” module, the algorithm
named “ApplyUpdatesWithImplicitSchemaVersioning”,
previously presented in Ref. [43] (Fig. 1), can be used.

2.3 Complexity evaluation

From a theoretical point of view, all the procedures
used for ontology bulk loading presented in Section 2.1
require a scan of the JSON data file and, thus, the
whole process scales linearly with its dimension. The
incremental ontology maintenance described in
Section 2.2 requires three steps: (i) non-conservative
update detection, (ii) execution of schema changes, and
(iii) propagation of changes to data instances. As far
as the complexity of these steps is concerned, we can
say that: (i) is linear with respect to the size of the new
data to be accommodated; (ii) is linear with respect
to the ontology size (which is much smaller than the
instance data size; it also has a much smaller growth
rate as most updates are expected to be conservative);
(iii) is expected to be linear with respect to the instance
data size, giving rise to a sublinear scaling for the whole
maintenance process (it would be linear if all updates
were non-conservative).

3 Application Example

In order to illustrate the functioning of our approach, let
us consider an example of a JSON-based NoSQL data
store used by a scholarly publisher for the management
of scientific journals’ data. Let us assume that, with
the aim of making such a management more intelligent
and to improve access and querying of journal data, the
Information Technology (IT) manager of the publisher
decides to use ontologies of data with the CWA, within
a �JOWL environment.

Assume also that on June 01, 2021, the �JOWL
Base Administrator created (or imported from an
already existing project) a JSON instance document,
named “journalsInstances V1.json” (as shown in Fig. 7),

{ "journal":{
"title": "Big Data and Ontologies",
"editor": { "firstName":"Abdullah",

"lastName":"Farouk" },
"periodicity": 4,
"SJR": 0.15 } }

Fig. 7 JSON instance document of journals
(“JournalsInstances V1.json”) on June 01, 2021.

which stores information on journals (the title, the first
name and the last name of the editor, the periodicity,
and the SJR ranking of each journal). Due to space
limitations, in our example we only consider one
journal named “Big Data and Ontologies”, whose
editor is Abdullah (first name) Farouk (last name),
its periodicity is 4 (issues per year), and its SJR is
0.15. Then, he/she invoked the “Ontology Building”
module to automatically build an ontology for these
JSON-based big data. Indeed, this module uses the
provided big data to extract their JSON Schema (by
calling the “Schema Extraction” sub-module), named
“journalsSchema V1.json” (as shown in Fig. 8), before
generating the OWL 2 file corresponding to the extracted
schema (by calling the “Ontology Generation” sub-
module), named “journalsOntology V1.owl” (as shown
in Fig. 9).

After that, assume that on June 13, 2021, the �JOWL
Base Administrator used the “Big Data Instance Update”
module to update the first/current version of the JSON
instance document that stores journal details (as shown
in Fig. 7), by applying the following changes:

� Add to the “journal” object a new object member,
named “scopus-indexed”, with type “boolean” and value
true; this member provides information on the fact that
the corresponding journal is indexed by the Scopus
database or not;

� Change the value of the object member “periodicity”

{"type":"object",
"properties":
{"journal":

{"type":"object",
"properties":
{"title":{"type":"string"},
"editor":
{"type":"object",
"properties":
{"firstName":{"type":"string"},
"lastName":{"type":"string"}}},

"periodicity":{"type":"integer"},
"SJR":{"type":"number"}}}}}

Fig. 8 The generated JSON Schema of journals
(“JournalsSchema V1.json”) on June 01, 2021.
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<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://

my_ontologies/journal_ontology#">
<owl:Class rdf:about="journal"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="title">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="periodicity">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="SJR">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:about="editor"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="firstName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="editor"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="lastName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="editor"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty

rdf:about="journal_Has_editor">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="editor"/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>
</owl:Ontology>

</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 9 The generated OWL 2 ontology of journals
(“JournalsOntology V1.owl”) on June 01, 2021.

from the integer 4 to the string “quarterly”;
� Rename the object member “SJR” to “currentSJR”.
Since �JOWL is temporal and multi-version, the

execution of the above sequence of operations on the first
JSON instance document version of journals produces
a new version named “journalsInstances V2.json” (as
shown in Fig. 10). Moreover, since each one of these
operations is a non-conservative update (i.e., it does
not respect the JSON Schema version, as shown in
Fig. 8, corresponding to the JSON instance document

{ "journal":
{ "title": "Big Data and Ontologies",
"editor": { "firstName": "Abdullah",

"lastName": "Farouk" },
"scopus-indexed": true,
"periodicity": "quarterly",
"currentSJR": 0.15 } }

Fig. 10 JSON instance document of journals
(“JournalsInstances V2.json”) on June 13, 2021.

version being updated), the “Big Data Instance Update”
module also calls the “Ontology Building” module that,
first, generates a new JSON Schema version, named
“journalsSchema V2.json” (as shown in Fig. 11), for
this new JSON instance document version and, second,
converts the new JSON Schema version to an OWL
2 file named “journalsOntology V2.owl” (as shown in
Fig. 12), which represents the second OWL 2 ontology
version associated to the updated JSON-based big data
mentioned above (i.e., those stored in the new JSON
instance document version of Fig. 10). Changes are
presented in red bold typeface.

4 Related Work Discussion

In the literature, a lot of works have dealt with the use of
ontologies for big data management, as summarized in
the following.

Djebouri and Keskes[21] have studied (among others)
a set of research papers that combine ontologies and big
data; these works introduce ontologies to deal with the
challenges posed by big data, including various formats,
various sources, and huge volumes of data.

To deal with the issue of big data integration, several
research works, like Refs. [16, 19, 20, 24], have widely
used ontologies not only since they allow to formalize
the knowledge of any domain but also since they allow
to have a unified view of big data, to extract reliable
and consistent knowledge and facilitate reasoning and
analytics on large amounts of data.

Some other works, like Refs. [13–15, 46], have
used ontologies for (intelligent) big data analysis and
answering queries on big data[11, 19].

In addition, there are many research proposals, like
Refs. [15,18,46–48], which have used ontologies for the
management of social big data (i.e., data stored in the

{"type":"object",
"properties":
{"journal":

{"type":"object",
"properties":
{"title":{"type":"string"},
"editor":

{"type":"object",
"properties":

{"firstName":{"type":"string"},
"lastName":{"type":"string"}}},

"scopus-indexed":f"type":"boolean"g,
"periodicity":{"type":"string"},
"currentSJR":{"type":"number"}}}}}

Fig. 11 The generated JSON Schema of journals
(“JournalsSchema V2.json”) on June 13, 2021.
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<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://

my_ontologies/journal_ontology#">
<owl:Class rdf:about="journal"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="title">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty

rdf:about="scopus-indexed">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="periodicity">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="currentSJR">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:about="editor"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="firstName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="editor"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="lastName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="editor"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty

rdf:about="journal_Has_editor">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="journal"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="editor"/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>
</owl:Ontology>

</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 12 The generated OWL 2 ontology of journals
(“JournalsOntology V2.owl”) on June 13, 2021.

databases of the online social networks, like Facebook,
Google+, YouTube, and LinkedIn).

The works that are more strictly related with our
approach are Refs. [16, 23, 48–53].

Abbes and Gargouri[16] and Abbes et al.[49] have
proposed an approach to learn an OWL ontology from
big data in a MongoDB NoSQL database, by means
of the application of eleven transformation rules. The
approach is supported by a tool, named M2Onto, which
also has been described by the authors. Similarly to
this proposal, Mhammedi et al.[23] have provided an
approach to generate an OWL ontology from data that
are stored in a Couchbase NoSQL database, through the

application of six mapping rules; a tool, named Cb2Onto,
supporting the approach has been also presented. With
regard to Refs. [16, 23, 49], our approach also allows
learning an OWL 2 ontology but from a JSON Schema
file which can much more complex than the data
models supported by the two NoSQL database systems
MongoDB and CouchBase. Moreover, our work is
generic since it is independent from any NoSQL database
system.

Some researchers have worked on automatic
generation of an OWL ontology from a JSON instance
document, like Yao et al.[50] and Moreira et al.[51]. Some
others have proposed to produce an OWL ontology
directly from a JSON Schema file, like Wischenbart et
al.[48] and Cheong[52]. The idea of Ganzha et al.[53] was
to make the conversion of an input JSON Schema file
into an output OWL ontology easier but possibly longer,
using an XML Schema file as an intermediate result.
In fact, first the JSON Schema file is converted into an
XML Schema file (by using one of the several available
tools), then this latter is transformed into an OWL file.
Similarly to Refs. [48,52,53], our approach uses a JSON
Schema file in order to build an ontology. However,
differently from these proposals, �JOWL starts from
a JSON instance file to automatically construct an OWL
2 ontology, and implicitly propagates changes on JSON
instance documents to OWL 2 ontology files, within a
temporal and multi-schema-version environment.

Notice that the problem of “extracting a schema from
JSON data” has been widely studied by the JSON
community, for example in Refs. [27, 54–59].

Since the XML[60] format could be also used to
store and exchange irregular data on the (Semantic)
Web, several works have dealt with transformation
of XML documents to OWL ontologies. Hacherouf
et al.[61] have presented a survey on such works.
Some other researchers have focused on converting
to OWL ontologies the schemas of XML documents,
specified using either the XML Schema language[62]

or the Document Type Definition (DTD) language[60].
In particular, Bedini et al.[63] have proposed a set
of patterns for an automatic transformation of XML
Schema files into OWL files, while Hacherouf and
Bahloul[64] have studied transformation of DTD files
into OWL ontologies. However, XML documents are
usually complicated and verbose, whereas JSON has
been designed as a lightweight alternative to XML, more
suitable to big data storage and exchange.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach, named
�JOWL (Temporal OWL 2 from Temporal JSON), with
a twofold purpose, that is allowing users of a big data
project: (i) to automatically construct a temporal OWL
2 ontology of data, with the CWA, from temporal
JSON-based big data; (ii) to manage as incremental
maintenance the evolution of this ontology guided by the
evolution of the underlying temporal JSON big data, in
a temporal environment that supports versioning at both
instance and schema levels.

In the near future, we plan to develop a tool
that supports our approach and shows its usefulness.
We will use the new tool to experimentally evaluate
the effectiveness, usability, and scalability of our
approach, and to compare its performance with similar
approaches. Its design is currently in progress and is
based on the extension and integration of the previously
developed prototypes �JSchema-Manager[43, 44] and
�OWL-Manager[37, 45, 65]. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of our approach, we will test the accuracy
of the results produced by our tool starting from real
examples. As for the assessment of the usability of the
approach, first we will recruit a panel of users to test
our tool (working on some illustrative cases and real
examples), and after that we will collect their feedbacks
concerning the usability of the tool; such feedbacks will
help us to improve the tool and possibly the approach. In
order to evaluate the scalability of our approach, we
will look for an existing synthetic benchmark to be
used in experiments. Otherwise, we will construct such
a benchmark. To this purpose, a JSON generator will
be exploited to produce random JSON files, according
to some chosen characteristics (e.g., number of JSON
objects, average number of JSON properties, and levels
of nesting of JSON objects and JSON properties);
obviously, a custom JSON generator could be written
from scratch or some available JSON generator (e.g.,
Refs. [66, 67]) could be used as it is or adapted to
our situation. In this way, the scaling behaviour of
the approach sketched in Section 2.3, including its
dependence on the fraction of non-conservative updates,
will be matched against practical management of real
JSON data.
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